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The effective coupling of the Higgs boson to a gluon pair is one of the most important parameters
to test the Standard Model and search for the new physics beyond. In this paper, we propose
several new observables based on the jet energy profile to extract the effective coupling. The sta-
tistical uncertainties of the effective coupling extracted by using new observables are derived and
estimated based on the simulation at the future e+e− collider for 250 GeV center-of-mass energy
and 5 ab−1 integrated luminosity. We found that the statistical uncertainties of effective coupling
via the optimized observable can reach about 1.6% in the channels of a Z boson decaying to lepton
pairs and is reduced by 52% compared to the relevant uncertainties in the conventional approach.
These new observables potentially can be helpful for the measurement of effective coupling at future
e+e− colliders.
PACS numbers: 13.66.Fg, 14.70.Dj, 14.80.Bn
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) has marked the completeness and
success of the Standard Model (SM). Thereafter, the pre-
cision measurement of the properties of Higgs boson has
become the most promising approach to completely un-
derstanding the Higgs mechanism, since the SM predicts
not only one scalar boson but also the couplings of the
Higgs boson to the other SM particles. The effective
coupling of the Higgs boson to a gluon pair is one of the
most important parameters to test the Standard Model
and thus to search for the new physics beyond, since it
can be directly affected by the new physics particle loop
[1–8].
The measurement of Higgs boson-gluon effective cou-
pling is mainly via gluon fusion at the LHC [9, 10]. How-
ever, the overwhelmingly large QCD background hin-
ders the precise search for this process. And different
Higgs couplings are mixed together in a process of Higgs
production and decay, which leads to the Higgs boson-
gluon effective coupling being affected by the uncertain-
ties of other Higgs couplings. But the environment of
an electron-positron collider is very clean, and the main
process of Higgs production is the Higgsstrahlung pro-
cess e+e− → Zh. The measurement of cross section σZh
is independent of the Higgs decay mode by the Z bo-
son recoil mass method, which allows us to solely extract
the Higgs boson-gluon effective coupling from Higgs de-
cay. Therefore, the next generation of electron-positron
colliders becomes an inevitable choice [11, 12].
In the past few years, several options have been
proposed as a Higgs factory, for instance, Circular
Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC) [13–15], Future Cir-
cular Collider-electron-positron [16–18], and Interna-
tional Linear Collider (ILC) [19–21]. At the Higgs fac-
tory, the measurement of most of the Higgs properties
can be expected to reach a high accuracy. And ideally
the Higgs boson-gluon coupling can be investigated by
extracting the gg mode in Higgs boson decays. With b-
tagging efficiency 80%, the accuracy of Higgs boson-gluon
coupling will reach 2.2% for the channels of a Z boson
decaying to a lepton pair before using a template fit, and
can be further improved to 1.5% after using a template
fit[22].
However, according to the SM predictions on the de-
cays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson [9, 23], the gg mode
has a very small branching ratio BSMgg ≡ BSM(h→ gg) =
8.56% and phenomenologically manifests dijet signals.
Meanwhile, the bb¯ mode [BSM
bb¯
≡ BSM(h→ bb¯) = 58.09%]
and cc¯ mode [BSMcc¯ ≡ BSM(h → cc¯) = 2.9%] have siz-
able contributions to the dijet events. This would be a
serious drawback for the efficiency to extract the Higgs
boson-gluon coupling.
In view of the experimental observation, the dijet de-
cay mode of the Higgs boson has a dominant contribution
from the bottom quark pair, so the Higgs boson-gluon
coupling is overwhelmed. To reveal Higgs boson-gluon
coupling from Higgs decay, b tagging is an efficient tool
to suppress the bottom quark contribution. However, the
b tagging is not enough to fully eliminate the quark jets
from Higgs boson decay and the background processes to
Higgs production. Therefore, it is worthy to elaborate
other approaches to promote the branching ratio mea-
surement.
One long-standing and extensively studied goal at the
collider is how to efficiently distinguish the jets induced
by the quark and gluon. Of all the proposed variables to
achieve the goal, the jet energy profile (JEP) is a conven-
tional one. For a jet of cone size R, the JEP is defined
as
ψ(r) =
1
Nj
∑
j
ψj(r) =
1
Nj
∑
j
∑
ri<r
pT,i(ri)
∑
ri<R
pT,i(ri)
, (1)
where r (≤ R) is the size of a test cone. Nj is the total
number of jets. pT,i and ri are the transverse momentum
and the distance from the jet axis of the ith constituent,
respectively. And ψj(r) represents the JEP of a single
jet, so ψ(r) can also be defined as the average JEP of
jets. Generally, a gluon jet has a different JEP shape
from a quark jet due to more QCD radiation. Since the
usually observed jets are the mixing of quark jets and
gluon jets, the overall JEP would be the weighted average
of the quark-jet JEP and gluon-jet JEP, and its shape can
imply the ratio between quark jets and gluon jets. Many
works have utilized the JEP to improve the analysis, for
instance, identifying Higgs production mechanisms [24],
searching for dark matter interactions [25], and detecting
new physics in dijet resonance [26].
In this paper, we assume the new physics influences
only the Higgs boson-gluon coupling and can be summa-
rized into the effective operator of a Higgs boson-gluon-
gluon interaction[3]:
Lhgg = κgcgSM
αs
12πv
hGaµνG
aµν , (2)
where cgSM is the SM prediction of Higgs boson-gluon
effective coupling from a heavy quark loop. κg represents
the deviation from the SM prediction, i.e., κg = 1 in
the SM. By analyzing the dijet decay mode of the Higgs
boson that is produced via the process e+e− → Zh at the
future e+e− collider, instead of the conventional averaged
JEP shown in Eq. (1), we extract the information of κg
from the accumulated JEP, which has better sensitivity
to κg and will be explained in detail in the next section.
In the analysis the b tagging and c tagging are included
to suppress the contribution from bottom pair and charm
pair decay modes.
The content is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, several observables are defined based on the JEP,
and the relevant uncertainties of κg via different observ-
ables are derived. In the third section, the Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation including background events is used for
a comparison between different observables at a future
e+e− collider. Then a conclusion is made in the final
section.
ACCUMULATED JET ENERGY PROFILE
Suppose the new physics beyond the SM could modify
the Higgs boson-gluon effective operator as shown in Eq.
(2); it affects the decay branching ratio Bgg = κ2gBSMgg
[9, 10, 13, 14]. Therefore, by the definition in Eq. (1), the
energy profile of jets from the Higgs dijet decay channel
can be explicitly expressed as
ψ(r) =
κ2gBSMgg ψg + BSMqq¯ ψq
κ2gBSMgg + BSMqq¯
, (3)
where ψg and ψq are the energy profiles of gluon jet and
quark jet, respectively. And
BSMqq¯ ≡ BSMbb¯ (1− εb)2 + BSMcc¯ (1− εc)2. (4)
Here, the quark jet is composed of a charm jet and a bot-
tom jet, and the JEP of the quark-jet is obtained by the
weighted average of the JEP of the charm jet and bot-
tom jet. Meanwhile, in order to increase the sensitivity
of the JEP to κg, both b tagging and c tagging (b and c
tagging) have been applied to suppress the contributions
from the bottom jet and charm jet. And εb and εc are
the efficiencies of b tagging and c tagging, respectively.
In the above equation, the decay branching ratios BSMgg ,
BSM
bb¯
, and BSMcc¯ can be obtained by the SM predictions,
and the JEP of the quark jet and gluon jet, ψq and
ψg, can be obtained by a MC simulation or perturba-
tive QCD prediction[27].
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FIG. 1: The slopes of the JEP with respect to κg at κg =
1 as a function of tagging efficiency ε after b tagging(ε =
εb, εc = 0) and b and c tagging(ε = εb = εc). The transverse
momentum of jets 50 GeV ≤ PT,j ≤ 60 GeV. The test cone
size r = 0.3. The jets from the background to e+e− → Zh→
Zjj are not included yet in order to demonstrate the physics
more clearly.
It can be found that in Eq. (3) a conservative choice of
tagging efficiency (ε = εb = εc ≈ 70%) can decrease the
contribution of the bottom jet and charm jet to the same
size as that of the gluon jet, so the extraction of κg could
become more efficient. However, as shown in Fig.1, while
the tagging efficiency becomes better than 70%, the sen-
sitivity of the JEP to the Higgs boson-gluon coupling κg
will start getting worse. And when the tagging is ide-
ally perfect (ε = 100%), the JEP becomes independent
of κg, which is inconvenient for the extraction of κg from
the JEP. This behavior can be understood in Eq. (3),
where the b and c tagging would suppress the contribu-
tion from the bottom jet and charm jet so that the κg in
the denominator is revealed to just cancel with the one
in the numerator. One of the direct solutions is to use
an accumulated JEP, which does not contain κg in the
denominator. Therefore, we define the new observable
based on the accumulated JEP as
ΛN (r) ≡
∑
j ψj(r)∑SM
j ψj(r)
. (5)
For the dijet decay channel of a Higgs boson including b
and c tagging, it can be explicitly expressed as
ΛN(r) =
κ2gBSMgg ψg + BSMqq¯ ψq
BSMgg ψg + BSMqq¯ ψq
. (6)
Now it can be seen that in the ideal condition the perfect
tagging can directly simplify this observable ΛN (r) = κ2g.
In Fig. 2, we plot the slope of ΛN (r) as the sensitivity
to κg as a function of the tagging efficiency for the test
cone size r = 0.3. This figure shows that the sensitivity
of observable ΛN (r) to κg keeps increasing as the tagging
becomes better in the whole region, as expected.
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FIG. 2: The slope of ΛN (r) at κg = 1 to the efficiency after
b tagging(ε = εb, εc = 0) and b and c tagging(ε = εb = εc).
The transverse momentum of jets 50 GeV ≤ PT,j ≤ 60 GeV.
The test cone size r = 0.3.
Although the above analysis has shown a promising
measurement on κg after including b and c tagging, the
background contamination has not been included yet and
the light quark jet cannot be easily vetoed by b and c
tagging. Therefore, after including the background to
Higgs production, Eq. (6) can be extended into
ΛN(r) =
κ2gσhBSMgg ψg + σhBSMqq¯ ψq + σBGjj ψBGj
σhBSMgg ψg + σhBSMqq¯ ψq + σBGjj ψBGj
, (7)
where σh is the Higgs production rate at the Higgs fac-
tory. σBGjj is the production rate of background events
[28]. ψBGj includes the jets from the background. Al-
though the jets from the background explicitly reduce
the sensitivity to κg in Eq.(7), we found the JEP in each
term plays the role of weight for each contribution to
ΛN . Therefore, these JEP weights can be shifted to in-
crease the sensitivity to κg. For instance, if the JEP is
subtracted simultaneously by the average JEP of quark
jets from Higgs decay and jets from the background, i.e.,
ψ˜ = (σhBSMqq¯ ψq + σBGjj ψBGj )/(σhBSMqq¯ + σBGjj ), ideally one
can obtain the most sensitive measurement on κg. How-
ever, in practice, this subtraction could not be perfect,
and the uncertainty of κg may not be optimized. There-
fore, by simultaneously shifting the JEP, we define a
generic observable
ZN(r) =
∑
j(ψj + a)∑SM
j (ψj + a)
, (8)
where a is a tunable parameter.
After including the background contribution, it will be
necessary to understand the uncertainty of κg extracted
from the new observables. As an intermediate quan-
tity, the uncertainties of the new observables include the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The evaluation
of systematic uncertainties requires a detailed detector
study and is unknown yet for the Higgs factory. How-
ever, the statistical uncertainties can be obtained from
a MC simulation. Explicitly, the new observable ZN (r)
can be written as
ZN(r) = [Ng(ψg + a) +Nq(ψq + a) +NBG(ψBG + a)]
/
CSM,
(9)
where the normalization factor
CSM = NSMg (ψg + a) +N
SM
q (ψq + a) +N
SM
BG (ψBG + a).
(10)
Ng, Nq, and NBG are, respectively, the number of gluon
jets from Higgs boson decay, quark jets from Higgs boson
decay, and jets from the background. The total number
of jets N = Ng +Nq +NBG.
Then the uncertainty of ZN(r) is
δZN (r) =
[
Nσ2(r) +Ng(ψg + a)
2 +Nq(ψq + a)
2
+NBG(ψBG + a)
2
]1/2/
CSM. (11)
The first term is a fluctuation of the JEP, which is
Nσ2(r) = N2g (δψg)
2 + N2q (δψq)
2 + N2BG(δψBG)
2. The
other three terms are fluctuations of relevant event num-
bers.
Meanwhile, the uncertainty on the measurement of ZN
will be passed to the uncertainty on κg via the following
formula:
δκZg = δZ
N
∣∣∣∣∂ZN∂κg
∣∣∣∣
−1
, (12)
where the superscript Z indicates that this uncertainty
is obtained by measuring observable ZN .
Then the uncertainty of κg around the SM prediction
κg = 1 can be explicitly expressed as
δκZg =δκ
N
g
[( σ(r)
ψg + a
)2
+ fg + fq
(
ψq + a
ψg + a
)2
+ fBG
(
ψBG + a
ψg + a
)2 ]1/2
. (13)
where the factor δκNg =
√
N/2Ng is the statistical uncer-
tainty of κg via the conventional approach and the fg, fq,
and fBG are, respectively, the fraction of gluon jets from
Higgs boson decay, quark jets from Higgs boson decay,
and jets from the background with respect to the total
number of jets. When r = R, the JEP will become unity,
ψg = ψq = 1 and σ(r) = 0, and the observable Z
N will
be converted to the conventional approach.
By tuning the parameter a, we can give a heavier
weight to the signal and make the size of the first term
controllable. The minimal uncertainty δκZg can be met
at
∂δκZg
∂a
= 0, (14)
which can provide the solution
a =
σ2(r) + fBG(ψq − ψBG)(ψg − ψBG)
fq(ψg − ψq) + fBG(ψg − ψBG) − ψq. (15)
If the background only contributes quark jets, this solu-
tion can be simplified as
a =
σ2(r)
(ψg − ψq)fB − ψq, (16)
where
fB = (Nb +Nc +NBG)/N. (17)
Then
δκZg = δκ
N
g
{
1− fB
[
1 +
σ2(r)
(ψg − ψq)2fB
]−1}1/2
. (18)
If the background is much bigger than the signal, the
fraction fB is approximately equal to 1. The uncertainty
of κg can be simplified as
δκZg ≈ δκNg
[
1 +
(ψg − ψq)2
σ2(r)
]−1/2
. (19)
It shows that the new observable ZN(r) will get more
improvement than the conventional approach if the dif-
ference of the JEP between the quark and gluon is
big and the uncertainty of the JEP is small. Suppose
σ(r)≪ |ψg − ψq|; the expansion of δκZg is
δκZg = δκ
N
g
[
σ(r)
|ψg − ψq| +O
]
. (20)
Equation (20) that ignores the higher-order terms is
equivalent to setting the parameter a = −ψq in Eq.(13).
Then the ZN (a = −ψq) will be a perfect observable to
reduce the uncertainty of κg in this case. However, if
σ(r) and |ψg − ψq| are at the same order so that the
higher-order terms of Eq.(20) cannot be ignored, the
ZN (a = −ψq) will transfer a quite large uncertainty to
κg.
For other specific values of a, the observable ZN will
degrade to some simple observables, for example, ΛN =
ZN(a = 0). The uncertainty of κg via measuring observ-
able ΛN can be explicitly shown as
δκΛg =δκ
N
g
[(σ(r)
ψg
)2
+ fg + fq
(
ψq
ψg
)2
+ fBG
(
ψBG
ψg
)2 ]1/2
. (21)
Since the quark jet is usually narrower than the gluon
jet, i.e., ψq > ψg, the ratios ψq/ψg and ψBG/ψg will give
heavier weights to quark jets from Higgs boson decay and
background jets. Therefore, this observable ΛN will be a
little worse than the conventional approach.
In order to give heavier weights to gluon jets, another
interesting observable is choosing the part of the jet that
lies outside the test cone of size r, which equals Y N =
ZN(a = −1):
Y N (r) =
∑
j(1− ψj)∑SM
j (1− ψj)
. (22)
Similarly, the uncertainty of κg via measuring observable
Y N can be explicitly shown as
δκYg =δκ
N
g
[( σ(r)
1− ψg
)2
+ fg + fq
(
1− ψq
1− ψg
)2
+ fBG
(
1− ψBG
1− ψg
)2 ]1/2
. (23)
In this observable, the signal will obtain a heavier weight
than the background. Therefore, the observable Y N is
expected to be more sensitive to κg than observable Λ
N .
SIMULATION
In this section, we will investigate the new observables
based on the accumulated JEP proposed in the previous
section by analyzing Standard Model MC events, which
are generated by Whizard 1.95 and showered by Pythia
6 at future e+e− colliders [13–21] for the center-of-mass
energy 250 GeV and integrated luminosity 5 ab−1. The
signal events are classified into two channels according
to Z boson decays: Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−. The
background events to Zh production are described in Ref.
[15].
The event reconstruction procedure first selects the iso-
lated leptons with an energy of more than 10 GeV. The
two opposite charged ones of the isolated leptons are se-
lected to reconstruct the Z boson by minimizing[29]
χ2(Mℓ+ℓ−) =
(Mℓ+ℓ− −MZ)2
σ2M
ℓ+ℓ−
+
(Mh,rec −Mh)2
σ2Mh,rec
, (24)
where σM
ℓ+ℓ−
and σMh,rec are the Gaussian fits to the dis-
tribution of Mℓ+ℓ− and Mh,rec, respectively. Here Mh,rec
is the recoil mass for the hypothetical Higgs boson via the
kinematic relation. After finding the lepton pair, the rest
of the final states are clustered into jets by using anti-kt
algorithm [30] with cone size R = 1.5, and the energy of
every jet is required to be more than 5 GeV. Clustering
jets with a big cone size is helpful to reconstruct Higgs
boson at lepton colliders [28]. Two jets, whose invariant
mass is close to the Higgs mass and recoil mass is close
to the Z boson mass at the same time, will be selected.
Then the following kinematic cuts are applied to reject
the backgrounds:
• the lepton pair invariant mass Mℓ+ℓ− ∈ [73,120]
GeV,
• the transverse momentum of lepton pair P ℓ
+ℓ−
T ∈
[10, 70] GeV,
• the value of gradient boosted decision trees
(BDTG) ∈ [-0.25,1],
• the lepton pair recoil massMh,rec ∈ [110, 155] GeV,
• the total energy of all the visible particles except
the lepton pair Evis > 10 GeV,
• the polar angle of leading and subleading selected
jets cos θ ∈ [−0.98, 0.98],
• the energy of leading selected jet Ej ≥ 45 GeV,
• the energy of subleading selected jet Esub.j ≥ 15
GeV,
• the two jets invariant mass Mjj ∈ [95, 130] GeV,
and
• the two jets recoil mass Mjj ∈ [85, 130] GeV.
The leptonic cuts include the BDTG cut follow the ILC
paper[29]. The BDTG input variables are the mass of
Z boson Mℓ+ℓ− , the polar angle of the Z boson cos(θZ),
the angle between the lepton pair cos(θlep), and the polar
angle of each lepton track cos(θtrack,1,2). More details
about them can be found in Ref. [29]. The jet cuts are
referred to the work of the CEPCWorking Group[22] and
tuned to get the optimal results.
The mistag efficiency of the charm quark to the bottom
quark is εc→b = 10%, and the light quark to the bottom
quark is εq→b = 0 when the b-tagging efficiency is εb =
80%. And the mistag efficiency of the bottom quark to
the charm quark is εb→c = 12%, and the light quark
to the charm quark is εq→c = 7% when the c-tagging
efficiency is εc = 60%. Suppose that the gluon has the
same mistag efficiency as the light quark [31].
The JEP approach contains two aspects: JEP cut and
JEP weight. The JEP cut is adding a unique cut which
requires the JEP of leading and subleading jets ψj ∈
[0.05, 0.99] in every event. This cut can effectively remove
the background jets by analyzing the internal structure
of jets and decrease the JEP uncertainty σ(r). The JEP
weight means quark jets and gluon jets are given different
weights by the new observables. And the parameter a can
be tuned to give a heavier weight to gluon jets as we have
already analyzed in the previous section.
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FIG. 3: The ratios of JEP uncertainties with respect to the
difference of the JEP between quark jets and gluon jets after
using the JEP cut varies with the JEP test cone r in different
channels of Z boson decay by implementing only b tagging
(εb = 80%) (dotted line) and both b tagging (εb = 80%) and
c tagging (εc = 60%) (solid line).
Figure 3 shows the ratios of JEP uncertainties σ(r)
with respect to the difference of the JEP between quark
jets and gluon jets |ψg − ψq| vary with the JEP test cone
r. The ratios in different channels all increase as the test
cone increases and have a similar value at test cone 0.2-
0.4. The ratios in the electron channel is higher than that
in the muon channel at the test cone region 0.4-0.9, and
the gap is growing as the test cone increases. The ratios
in the Z → ℓ+ℓ− channel, which combines the two lepton
channels Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−, are between that in
the electron and muon channels. For the same channel,
implementing both b tagging and c tagging (solid line)
will have a higher ratio than implementing only b tagging.
To make sure that the ratios are as small as possible and
more events survive after the JEP cut, the test cone is
chosen as r = 0.3 for the following analysis.
Figure 4 shows the uncertainties of κg measurement
via different observables (above) and their improvements
with respect to δκNg (below) at test cone r = 0.3 in dif-
ferent Z boson decay channels by implementing only b
tagging. The uncertainties of κg via the conventional ap-
proach in the electron, muon, and lepton channel are,
respectively, 6.1%, 2.8%, and 3.4%. The uncertainties in
the electron channel are much bigger than those in the
muon channel, since the bhabha background (final state
is e+, e− and their radiations) has a very large cross sec-
tion and a sizable number of events still survive after all
the kinematic cuts. However, the JEP cut can effectively
remove this kind of background by analyzing the inter-
nal structure of jets, since most of these background jets
are constituted by only one or a few particles (photon)
near the jet axis and given the JEP values very close to
both ends. Therefore, all the new observables will pro-
vide remarkable improvements on the conventional ap-
proach. Especially the electron channel, new observables
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FIG. 4: The uncertainties of Higgs boson-gluon effective cou-
pling via different observables (above) and their improvements
with respect to δκNg (below) at test cone r = 0.3 in different
channels of Z boson decay by implementing only b tagging
(εb = 80%).
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FIG. 5: The ratios of Higgs boson-gluon effective coupling
uncertainties via different observables with respect to δκWg at
test cone r = 0.3 in different channels of Z boson decay by
implementing only b tagging (εb = 80%).
ΛN , Y N , and ZN , respectively, get 51%, 58%, and 59%
improvements than the conventional approach. When we
combine the lepton channels, the uncertainty of κg can
be measured to 1.6% via the optimized observable ZN .
The improvement of the JEP approach comes from the
JEP cut and JEP weight. To separate contributions of
the two factors, δκWg =
√
NJEP cut/2NJEP cutg is used
to express the uncertainty of κg only with a JEP cut.
NJEP cutg and N
JEP cut are, respectively, the number of
gluon jets from Higgs boson decay and the total number
of jets after the JEP cut. In Fig.5, it can be seen that
observable ΛN gets bigger uncertainties of κg than δκ
W
g
by about 12% for the total lepton channel. As we have
already analyzed in the last section, due to ψq > ψg, the
ratios ψq/ψg and ψBG/ψg give heavier weights to quark
jets from Higgs boson decay and background jets. And
since ψq and ψBG are bigger than ψg by about 13%, the
observable ΛN gets a little bigger uncertainties of κg than
other new observables. The ratios (1− ψq)/(1−ψg) and
(1−ψBG)/(1−ψg) in observable Y N give lighter weights
to quark jets from Higgs boson decay and background
jets, so the κg uncertainties using observable Y
N have
about 4% improvement than δκWg for the total lepton
channel. After tuning the parameter a, the observable
ZN is indeed the most optimized one compared to the
other observables and the κg uncertainties using observ-
able ZN have about 7% improvement than δκWg for the
total lepton channel. Therefore, this optimized observ-
able ZN is a very promising approach to assist the κg
measurement.
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FIG. 6: The uncertainties of Higgs boson-gluon effective cou-
pling via different observables (above) and their improvements
with respect to δκNg (below) at test cone r = 0.3 in different
channels of Z boson decay by implementing both b tagging
(εb = 80%) and c tagging (εc = 60%).
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FIG. 7: The ratios of Higgs boson-gluon effective coupling
uncertainties via different observables with respect to δκWg
at test cone r = 0.3 in different channels of Z boson decay
by implementing both b tagging (εb = 80%) and c tagging
(εc = 60%).
Figure 6 presents κg uncertainties via different observ-
ables (above) and their improvements with respect to
conventional approach δκNg (below) including the b and
c tagging. Compared with Fig.4, it can be seen that the
uncertainties of κg via the conventional approach increase
by about 5% after c tagging, although the c tagging can
efficiently reduce the contamination of charm jets and the
background jets. This is because the c tagging not only
vetoes the charm jets, but it also excludes some of the
gluon jets since its mistag rate for light-quark jet and
gluon jet is 7%. But the opposite is the uncertainties
of κg via new observables decrease by about 2% after c
tagging. From the comparison between Fig. 5 and 7,
we find that the contributions of JEP weight decrease by
about 10% after c tagging. This means that c tagging
can increase contributions of the JEP cut but decrease
the contributions of the JEP weight, which leads to the
effect from c tagging not being obvious. In the future, if
the mistag rate of c tagging can be improved enough, the
c tagging may further help the κg measurement.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose to use the accumulated JEP
for the measurement of the Higgs boson-gluon effective
coupling. By using the optimized observable ZN in the
MC simulation at the future e+e− colliders for the center-
of-mass energy 250 GeV and integrated luminosity 5
ab−1, the statistical uncertainties of effective coupling
κg can reach about 1.6% in the channels of a Z boson
decaying to lepton pairs and is totally reduced by about
52% (45% from the JEP cut contribution and 7% from
the JEP weight contribution) compared to the relevant
κg uncertainties in the conventional approach. In this
work, our MC simulation has not yet included the tem-
plate fit, which can further reduce the κg uncertainties
by about 68%. If naively implementing this improvement
ratio, the κg uncertainties via the optimized observable
ZN can be expected to reach 1.1% after using the tem-
plate fit. This will be investigated in detail in our future
work.
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